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MARKET INTELLIGENCE / TRENDS 

 

 

EU PLANS VACCINE CERTIFICATE IN TIME FOR SUMMER HOLIDAYS 

 

02 MAR:  The European Commission will propose this month an EU-wide digital certificate 

providing proof of a Covid-19 vaccination that could allow Europeans to travel more freely 

over the summer. Developing a common 'green pass', the European Commission is going to 

cooperate with international organizations to ensure that its system also works beyond the 

European Union. The pass would provide proof that a person has been vaccinated, the results 

of tests for those not yet vaccinated and information on recovery for people who have 

contracted Covid-19. "The aim is to gradually enable them to move safely in the European 

Union or abroad – for work or tourism," Commission president Ursula von der Leyen said in 

a tweet on Monday. 

 

Attempt to prevent separate deals 

The Commission wants to establish an EU-wide system to prevent separate deals being 

hatched between EU countries that would fragment its internal market and to avoid finding 

itself subject to a system set by a third country or by a tech giant. Health Commissioner Stella 

Kyriakides said vaccine deliveries would sharply increase in the coming months. "Vaccine 

rollouts must follow as well so there are no gaps and no vaccines are left unused," she stated.  

EU leaders agreed last week to work on vaccine certificates, with Southern member states 

such as Spain and Greece particularly keen to unlock tourism this summer. 

 

"The foundation of such a common approach is trust," EU Commission President von der 

Leyen wrote in a letter to EU governments, adding that member states had to start work 

immediately to ensure systems were ready in time. In addition to a legal framework, the 

system requires a common technical infrastructure to ensure that authorities in one member 

state could be sure that certificates issued by another state were reliable, she said. 

 

However, it is not yet clear whether vaccinated people can still transmit the virus to others. 

Some countries, such as France and Belgium, have also expressed concern that easing travel 

only for inoculated people would be unfair. The Commission said it wanted to avoid any 

discrimination. EU countries would be free to set their own criteria for entry, although 

broadly open borders make this a difficult task.  
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GERMANY TO EXTEND LOCKDOWN UNTIL MARCH 28 

 

02 MAR:  Germany plans to extend its coronavirus lockdown until March 28 while easing 

some restrictions from next week, a draft document to be discussed by Chancellor Angela 

Merkel and federal state leaders showed on Tuesday. Merkel is due to discuss lockdown and 

easing options with the 16 state heads on Wednesday, as Coronavirus cases in Germany hit 

more than 2.4 million and public frustration mounts over restrictive measures and a sluggish 

vaccine roll-out. Merkel and state leaders will also have to decide which restriction measures 

could be either toughened or eased depending on an agreed upon 7-day incidence rate per 

100,000 residents. The document cited values of 35 and 50 as two likely possibilities. 

 

The draft document, seen by Reuters, states that starting from March 8 a maximum of five 

people from two households, excluding children younger than 14, will be allowed to meet, up 

from a maximum of two people under current rules. Florists and bookstores, garden centers, 

tattoo and nail studios as well as massage facilities will also be allowed to reopen. 

 

With Easter approaching, the draft agreement also appeals to Germans to avoid domestic and 

foreign travel, adding, however, that limited visits to relatives will be allowed over the Easter 

holidays. 

 

 

LUFTHANSA WEIGHS MORE AIRCRAFT RETIREMENTS 

 

04 MAR:  Lufthansa may permanently ground more planes to emerge leaner from the 

Coronavirus pandemic. The group, which includes the Austrian Airlines, Swiss and 

Eurowings brands, trimmed its 2021 capacity plans as Covid-19 disruption drags on, but said 

it still hoped for a summer upturn. "We are examining whether all aircraft older than 25 years 

will remain on the ground permanently," Chief Executive Carsten Spohr said, pledging to 

make 2021 "a year of realignment and modernization" for the company. 

 

The airline, which received a government-backed €9 billion bailout last June, said it will 

operate at 40-50% of pre-crisis capacity this year. Summer 2021 travel will nonetheless pick 

up swiftly if and when restrictions are eased, Spohr said, and the group stands ready to restore 

70% of its flight schedule "in the short term". 

 

Lufthansa, which has outlined plans to cut its overall fleet to 650 planes in 2023, gave no 

further details of possible further aircraft retirements or their potential replacement with 

newer, more fuel-efficient jets. 

 

 

ITB 2022 –> Hybrid Event 

 

15 MAR:  Martin Ecknig, CEO of Messe Berlin announced this month that next year, ITB 

Berlin is scheduled to take place as an in-person event in Berlin from March 9-13, 2022.  "At 

the same time, we are keeping all options open to expand ITB Berlin's content and dates with 

a virtual event," he added. "For us, planning a hybrid trade show means combining the 

essential elements of an in-person and virtual industry event in the best possible way." 

He did admit that this year’s virtual event was fraught with technical challenges due to the 

system being overloaded leaving attendees dissatisfied and frustrated. Efforts are underway to 

get the glitches worked out. 
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GERMANY REMOVES REGIONS IN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL FROM RISK LIST 

 

12 MAR:  Germany is removing some regions of Spain and Portugal from its list of 

Coronavirus risk areas from Sunday, the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) for infectious diseases 

said on Friday. This includes the Balearic Islands, one of the most popular destinations for 

Germans. 

 

The latest version of the RKI's online risk list showed Spain's Balearic Islands, Castile-La 

Mancha, Valencia and Extremadura are no longer considered risk areas, meaning travelers 

coming from these regions will not be required to quarantine upon re-entry into Germany. 

 

RKI is also removing the Portuguese regions of Alentejo, Centro, Norte and the Azores from 

the risk areas category. Portugal's daily tally of new Coronavirus cases has been falling after 

nearly two months of lockdown, and the government will ease restrictions starting next week.  

Other popular tourist destinations in Portugal such as the capital Lisbon and the Algarve 

region are still considered risk areas per the RKI's list. 

 

DRV welcomes Germany's move 

Germany's move was welcomed by tourism operators and associations. "With the lifting of 

the travel warning for the Balearic Islands, the holidaymakers’ prospects for an Easter holiday 

under the sun are improving," the German Travel Association (DRV) said in a statement.  

 

Tour operator TUI said it would start offering flights to Mallorca from Hanover, Duesseldorf 

and Frankfurt on March 21 and expected a jump in last-minute bookings for the Easter 

season. DER Touristik offers free PCR tests worth €129 for trips to Mallorca between March 

27 and April 30, and FTI Group lures customers with rebates of up to €150 for any last-

minute bookings for the Balearic Island before March 15. 

 

Mallorca's seven-day incidence fell to 20 

Infection incidence has also fallen sharply in Spain. The seven-day incidence on the popular 

island of Mallorca stands at 20 new cases per 100,000 people, far below Germany's current 

72.4. 

 

 

TOUR OPERATORS PLAN MALLORCA RELAUNCH 

 

12 MAR:  Leading tour operators in Germany are gearing up to fly holidaymakers to Mallorca 

as soon as Easter, as customers prove ready to pay extra to book holidays with flexible 

cancellation options. The Spanish holiday island has a stable level of Coronavirus infections 

(well under 50 per 100,000 inhabitants) and Balearic regional ministers have announced they 

will gradually reopen Mallorca for international tourism with strict health and safety 

measures. 

 

TUIfly flights from late March 

TUI Germany CEO Marek Andryszak said the Robinson Club Cala Serena will be reopened 

on March 20.  The following week TUIfly flights from Düsseldorf, Frankfurt and Hanover to 

Palma will resume one week later, expanding to services from seven airports for the summer. 

TUI is launching special 'Welcome Back' offers for Mallorca with prices starting at just €349 

for the Easter period.  For other destinations, Andryszak said TUI plans to start flights to 

Crete, Rhodes, Kos and Madeira in mid-April, followed by Turkey flights "at the latest in 

early May". In parallel, TUI expects the trend to domestic holidays to continue this year and 
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hopes to offer holidays in Schleswig-Holstein from Easter onwards as well as other 

destinations in Germany. 

 

DER predicts last-minute sales 

The picture is similar at DER Touristik, which reported rising bookings over the last few 

weeks, including 'booming' demand for holidays in Germany and strongest demand for 

Turkey, Greece and Mallorca among foreign destinations. 

"Alongside Turkey, Greece and Turkey, Mallorca is currently one of the most popular 

summer destinations," said Chief Product Officer Sven Schikarsky. "Due to the good 

pandemic trend, we expect this destination to open soon. This will drive up demand, including 

for last-minute bookings."  

 

FTI adds hotels 

FTI is also expanding its hotel portfolio on Mallorca in preparation for a restart. "As soon as 

the situation permits without big restrictions, we expect high demand for this summer and a 

big catch-up effect for travel to Germans’ favorite holiday island," said Manuel Morales, FTI 

Group Head of Destination Spain. Overall, Germany's third-largest tour operator said it has 

"not written off" Easter holidays and has capacity ready for holidays "on short notice" in 

Germany, Mallorca, the Canary Islands, Dubai and the Maldives. Demand is strongest at 

present for Germany, Greece and Dubai, with rising demand for the Canaries and Turkey.  

 

Germans book with flexible cancellation options 

Meanwhile, all the big German tour operators say that customers clearly prefer to play it safe 

at present and are booking 'flexible tariffs' combining package holidays with flexible 

cancellation options for an extra charge. 

TUI Germany chief Marek Andryszak revealed that 80% of new bookings are flex-tariffs and 

said he did not expect massive cancellations 14 days before departure this summer. "We have 

calculated this internally and found a method that protects us from acting uneconomically," he 

commented.  

Similarly, DER Touristik's Ingo Burmester said about 70% of customers are selecting a 

flexible tariff for this summer. "Demand is there. Flexibility is the strongest sales argument at 

present," he stressed. But Burmester said the additional charge was "at the bottom limit of 

viability". He made clear: "The 59 Euros that we are charging for our Flex product don't even 

cover our costs." 

 

All agree that Coronavirus rapid-testing, vaccinations and standardized immunity certificates 

coupled with continued hygiene measures will soon rekindle the freedom to travel safely. 

 

 

LUFTHANSA DOUBLES NUMBER OF FLIGHTS FOR EASTER SEASON 

 

15 MAR:  Lufthansa is reporting an increase in bookings for the upcoming Easter travel 

season. The airline is responding to the increased demand and has almost doubled the number 

of offered flights. This applies especially to the Balearic and Canary Islands. 

 

For the last two weeks, up to 80% more bookings were received for the Balearic Island of 

Mallorca, 20% more bookings for the Canary Islands, as well as 50% for Mexico. "The lifting 

of travel restrictions to Mallorca by the Federal Government of Germany will further 

strengthen this trend," Lufthansa is convinced. The airline is responding to the increased 

demand and says it had almost doubled the number of offered flights. 
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In total, Lufthansa announced it would be offering around 1,200 European flights from March 

to April. Destinations in Spain are in particular demand. That is why the airline is flying to 

almost every Canary Island for the first time.  

Capacities from Munich to Gran Canaria and Fuerteventura will be doubled for Easter and 

from Frankfurt, capacities to Gran Canaria and Tenerife will be increased by 50%. 

Capacities from Munich to Mallorca are set to increase from 2x/week to 11 weekly 

connections and from Frankfurt, capacities to Mallorca will increase from 6x/week to 20 

weekly connections during the Easter season. 

 

Eurowings also expanding frequencies to Mallorca 

In addition, Eurowings is currently successively expanding its frequencies to Mallorca: The 

airline is planning up to 325 weekly flights from 24 airports in Germany and the United 

Kingdom to Palma de Mallorca. By 3/18 many of these flights were quickly sold out. The 

airline then added 50 more flights yesterday in response. 

 

 

CONDOR LAUNCHES BIG MALLORCA PROGRAM 

 

18 MAR: Rival Condor also moved quickly to expand its Mallorca schedule for Easter with 

additional flights from eight German airports starting the last week of March onwards. The 

airline has up to four daily flights from Frankfurt and Düsseldorf, three from Hamburg, 

Munich and Leipzig, two from Berlin and Hanover, and one from Stuttgart and Zurich. 

"Now that Mallorca is no longer a risk area thanks to consistently low incidence numbers, 

demand for Easter flights over the weekend has increased significantly. With our flights from 

all over Germany as well as from Zurich, we offer our customers a comprehensive program 

during the Easter holidays for their vacation in Mallorca," said CEO Ralf Teckentrup. 

 

 

RYANAIR BOOSTS SPAIN SCHEDULE 

 

18 MAR:  Ryanair has also joined the rush, adding 200 additional flights to Palma de 

Mallorca and Alicante on 22 routes from 14 airports across Germany from March 28 until 

mid-April. Many of these flights will continue for the rest of the summer season. 

 

 

GERMANY URGES CITIZENS TO STAY HOME OVER EASTER 

 

23 MAR:  Germany is extending its lockdown until April 18 and calling on citizens to stay at 

home for five days over the Easter holidays to try to break a third wave of the Coronavirus 

pandemic, Chancellor Angela Merkel said early on Tuesday. In talks that ran deep into the 

night, Merkel pushed the leaders of Germany's 16 states to take a tougher stance to fight the 

pandemic, reversing plans for a gradual re-opening of the economy agreed earlier this month 

after a sharp rise in the infection rate. "We are now basically in a new pandemic. The British 

mutation has become dominant," Merkel told a news conference. "Fundamentally, we face a 

new virus of the same kind, but with very different characteristics. More deadly, more 

infectious, and infectious for longer."  

 

More infectious variants push up case counts 

Germany started cautiously easing restrictions earlier this month. But the spread of more 

infectious variants of the virus has pushed cases up, prompting concerns that hospitals could 

soon be overstretched without further curbs. The number of cases per 100,000 people over a 
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week stood at 107 on Monday, above the level at which intensive care units will be 

overwhelmed. More than 3,000 people with Covid-19 are currently in intensive care. 

 

Stay home, reduce contacts for five days 

For five days from April 1, it was recommended Germans stay at home and reduce contacts as 

much as possible. But the late-night agreement did not include a closing of all stores, 

including essential shops like supermarkets, which Merkel had called for. Big family 

gatherings will be banned over the holidays, with no more than two households, or up to five 

people, being allowed to meet. The government will ask churches to hold any Easter services 

online to avoid gatherings. Economists said the extension of Germany's lockdown measures 

would delay a much hoped-for recovery in Europe's largest economy from spring until early 

summer. 

 

Free travel, but no hotel stays 

Talks had dragged on for hours as Merkel and state leaders were at loggerheads over whether 

to ease restrictions on domestic travel over the Easter holiday season. Germans can travel 

freely even amid the pandemic, but hotels and holiday resorts in the country are not allowed 

to rent rooms to tourists. The German tourism association DTV said it was disappointed with 

the new decisions, saying it was incomprehensible for vacations to the Mediterranean to be 

permitted while self-catered domestic trips were barred. "You can't really justify that seriously 

anymore," the association's deputy manager, Dirk Dunkelberg, told SWR radio, adding that 

many businesses in the industry may not survive the extended lockdown. 

 

 

CHANCELLOR MERKEL DITCHES STRICTER EASTER LOCKDOWN 

 

24 MAR:  Chancellor Angela Merkel ditched a plan agreed upon on Tuesday for an extended 

Easter holiday shutdown to try to break a third wave of the coronavirus pandemic, "The idea 

of an Easter shutdown was drafted with the best of intentions. We urgently need to stop and 

reverse the third wave of the pandemic," Merkel said. But it was not possible to implement 

the hastily agreed measures so quickly after the hastily conceived plan triggered a backlash., 

she said, and apologized to lockdown-weary citizens for the added uncertainty that it had 

raised for Germans. "This mistake is mine alone," she said. 

 

Growing public frustration with government 

Her comments came against a backdrop of growing public frustration with the conservative-

led government over the slow rollout of Covids-19 vaccines and extended lockdown 

measures. "No plan, no clue, no courage," was a headline in the online edition of the ‘Bild’ 

daily above a picture of Merkel and two state leaders. At talks earlier this week, Merkel had 

pushed for a reversal of plans for a gradual re-opening of the economy agreed upon earlier 

this month following a sharp rise in the infection rate. But state premiers pushed back, only 

agreeing to call on citizens to stay at home over the Easter holidays. 

 

Businesses welcome Merkel's reversal 

The move drew criticism from all sides, with businesses lamenting the extended lockdown 

and medical experts saying the new measures were not tough enough to prevent the 

exponential spread of more infectious variants of the virus. The HDE association of retailers 

welcomed Merkel's reversal on Wednesday, noting that closing stores for an extra day ahead 

of Easter would have led to logistical problems and prompted shoppers to rush to stock up 

earlier. "With today's decision, a bit of reason is returning to coronavirus policy," said HDE 

president Stefan Genth. 
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NETHERLANDS EXTENDS TRAVEL BAN UNTIL MAY 15 

 

25 MAR:  The Netherlands’ government has decided to extend the advice against travelling 

abroad for its citizens, until May 15, considering the current infection rate of the Coronavirus 

in foreign countries. The decision is an additional preventive measure imposed by the Dutch 

government to avoid travelling during the Easter holidays reports. In addition, the country’s 

administration has also decided to extend its restrictive measures after a rise in the number of 

Coronavirus infections. 

 

“The number of Coronavirus infections is still increasing, as is the number of COVID-19 

patients in intensive care units (ICUs). The third wave is becoming apparent, so the measures 

currently in place are going to be extended,” the statement published by the country’s 

government pointed out. Yet, the Dutch government’s decision to extend Coronavirus 

lockdown by three weeks has been considered disappointing by the country’s Prime Minister 

Mark Rutte. “I understand the impatience, and we see unrest in society, but at the same time, 

locally, I see the huge efforts from mayors to maintain the peace. It is important for us all, and 

it is a responsibility for us all. We have to do this together,” he pointed out. 

 

The Netherlands’ government will announce its further steps and decisions, which may come 

into effect after April 20. Such an announcement will be revealed during a press conference 

that is set to be held on April 13. 

 

More than 1,213,360 persons have contracted the virus in the Netherlands since the beginning 

of the outbreak, Worldometers’ figures reveal. The country has reported a total of 16,339 

deaths, while 623 persons are in critical condition. Authorities in the Netherlands previously 

banned flights for citizens of certain countries outside the Schengen Zone and passengers 

from those countries to halt the further spread of the Coronavirus and curb the number of 

infections. 

 

Based on the current imposed entry rules, travelers must stay quarantined if they test positive 

for the Coronavirus. All persons who result positive are prohibited from travelling. Family 

members, as well as other companions, may also be required to follow quarantine rules. 

Under the current regulations, persons must cover quarantine costs by themselves. If the 

accommodation is not suitable for isolation, travelers should ask for help from the Municipal 

and Regional Health Service (GGD). 

 

 

GERMANY TO REQUIRE NEGATIVE TEST FROM ALL AIR TRAVELERS 

 

27 MAR:  A requirement for all airline passengers entering Germany to provide a negative 

Coronavirus test result before departure will come into force on Monday, German Health 

Minister Jens Spahn told a news conference on Friday. So far, only passengers from countries 

or regions with a high Coronavirus infection rate are required to provide a negative test result. 

But there has been growing concern over increased travel over the Easter holiday season, after 

airlines added hundreds of flights to the Spanish island of Mallorca, where the infection rate is 

below the threshold at which tests are required. 

 

List of high-risk zones extended 

Moreover, Germany extended its list of high-risk zones on Friday. The country warned its 

citizens not to make unnecessary trips to neighboring France, Austria, Denmark and the 

Czech Republic because of rising Covid-19 infection rates. The move also means people 
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coming into Germany from those countries will have to provide a negative test not older than 

48 hours at the border, the Robert-Koch-Institute for disease control said. They will then have 

to go into a ten-day quarantine which can be shortened after a second negative test after five 

days.  

 

 

CONSUMER SENTIMENT 

 

25 MAR:  The easing of the hard lockdown, which began in early March, as well as falling 

infection rates at the time of the survey (March 4-15) boosted consumer confidence. Both 

economic and income expectations have increased, along with the propensity to buy, in some 

cases noticeably. As a result, GfK is forecasting a decrease of 6.2 points in consumer 

confidence for April 2021, up 6.5 points from March this year (revised from -12.7 points). 

These are the findings of the GfK Consumer Climate Study for March 2021. 

 

This growing optimism may seem surprising at first glance. Since the survey took place 

during March 4 and March 15, the events surrounding the AstraZeneca vaccine and the 

significant increase in the number of infections in the last few days have not been taken into 

account. Instead, the survey period was characterized by the initial easing of the hard 

lockdown and stable or even slightly declining infection figures. A very similar development 

was also observed in the spring of 2020, when the hard lockdown was also relaxed. 

 

With infection rates rising again and the lockdown projected to tighten, it is questionable 

whether the improvement in consumer confidence will continue. Rolf Bürkl, GfK consumer 

expert comments on the subject: “The hard lockdown will severely damage consumer 

confidence and the current improvement will remain a flash in the pan. A sustained recovery 

in consumer confidence will continue to be a long time coming which means difficult times 

ahead for retailers and manufacturers.” 

 

Income Expectations  

This month, income expectations significantly contributed to the sharp rise in consumer 

confidence, with the indicator gaining 15.8 points, climbing to a total of 22.3 points. A higher 

value was measured exactly one year ago, in March 2020, at 27.8 points. With the reopening 

of large parts of the retail sector, there is apparently also a growing expectation among many 

employees in the sector that short time working hours will be scaled back and that they can 

once again expect improved income. In addition, the fear of a job loss may have been 

somewhat reduced as a result. 

 

Propensity to Buy 

In the wake of significantly rising income expectations, the propensity to buy also increased 

in March. However, the gains are much more modest, with an increase of 4.9 points. The 

indicator currently stands at 12.3 points, a good 19 points below the previous year's level. A 

fundamental and sustainable improvement in the propensity to consume is only possible with 

further extensive easing in the retail and services sectors. Due to rising infection rates, it is not 

currently expected that such easing will occur. On the contrary, it is very likely that 

restrictions will be tightened again. This would cause a setback in the propensity to consume. 

The upturn in consumption would be further delayed. 

 

Economic Expectations 

In addition to income expectations and propensity to buy, the economic outlook is also 

improving. After an increase of 9.7 points, the indicator currently stands at 17.7 points. A 
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higher value was last measured six months ago, in September 2020. At that time, the indicator 

stood at 24.1 points. With the first easing from the hard lockdown, consumers expect the 

German economy to recover further. At the time of the survey, the reopening of many stores 

or services, such as hairdressers, stimulated economic optimism. In addition, the outlook for 

German exports has also improved, as growth forecasts in both the USA and China have been 

revised upward, partly because of extensive aid programs. 

 

 

 

SALES ACTIVITIES 

 

CRD Touristik In-House Travel Advisor Training (March 4th, 2021): 

We collaborated with VISIT FLORIDA this month to conduct a virtual in-house travel 

advisor training with one of Germany’s top tour operators with a vested interest in U.S. 

business, i.e. CRD Touristik.  The team of 10 in-house reservation agents attended a 45-

minute presentation comprised of comprehensive destination information, hot news and 

insider tips along with pointers on recommendations related to visiting our area safely and 

responsibly.  We received accolades for our well-rounded and very informative presentation.  

The tour operator has observed strong pent-up demand from their customers with inquires on 

the rise for U.S. travel for Q4 and into Q1 and Q2 of 2022. 

 

Brand USA One-to-One Business Meetings Event (March 15th - 18th, 2021): 

Brand USA has introduced its new “Global Marketplace” in Q4 2020 – an always-on, 

interactive, one-stop-shop digital platform for B2B engagement between U.S. partners and the 

global travel industry.  The convention-style platform includes a main stage, buyer pavilion, 

USA partner pavilions, networking lounge and on-demand ‘featured’ and ‘enrichment’ video 

content. 

Several events are planned through mid-2021, the first of which was the virtual version of 

Travel Week Europe held in October 2020.  This month, we participated in a Brand USA’s 

virtual trade fair entitled One-to-One Business Meetings.  This event provided European, UK, 

Canadian, and Mexican travel trade and U.S. partners an opportunity to meet in a series of 

one-to-one prescheduled appointments.   

21 total appointments scheduled; 11 thereof from Central Europe 

(Austria/1, Belgium/1, Germany/4, Netherlands/3, Switzerland/2) 

Key takeaways: 

• Strong pent-up demand showing an up-tick in inquiries and initial bookings over the past 3 

weeks for fall 2021 and into 2022. 

• Self-catered products and upscale accommodations with spacious rooms are of growing 

interest. 

• Competitive set includes sun destinations such as the Balearic Island (Mallorca in 

particular), Egypt, Greece, Maldives, Seychelles and Turkey. 

• Positive news on the U.S.’s strong vaccine roll-out making headlines in Europe; bodes well 

for perception of safety and confidence in traveling to the U.S. once its border opens to 

European travelers. 

• Most tour operators project Q2 and into Q3 2020 for relaunch of marketing programs 

promoting travel to the U.S.; pooling resources with other tourism partners beneficial to 

all. 

• Continued interest in partnering on virtual travel advisor and in-house reservations agent 

trainings to keep our destination top-of-mind. 
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• Informed buyers that Florida Huddle 2022 will take place in Tampa (Jan. 24-26) and 

promoted a pre-Huddle FAM to St. Pete/Clearwater. 

• Post-show follow-up included transmission of several useful links to our website, VSPC 

travel trade, travel awareness, newsletter sign-up sites along with destination YouTube 

channel, social media platforms and link to the Brand USA Discovery program site. 

 

Visit USA Germany Virtual Travel Advisor Training (March 17th, 2021): 

Collaboration with our Visit USA Committee Germany to conduct and exclusive St. 

Pete/Clearwater training for travel advisors eager to educate themselves in preparation for 

meeting pent-up demand once borders between Europe and the U.S. open. 

Creativity and interaction are key to our standing out and bringing our destination front & 

center in an extraordinary way.  To this end, ‘personalized’ videos shot on location in the 

destination by Rosemarie Payne and her team featuring hot insider tips were included in our 

presentation.  An official big Thank You to Rosemarie and team for the exemplary support in 

developing video clips bringing our destination to life!  By popular demand, we again 

developed a thrillingly interactive ‘treasure hunt’ with ensuing live quiz to ensure 

attentiveness and ramp up the excitement during our innovative presentation, which was 

greatly praised by the attendees and organizer. 

192 travel advisors from across the country participated in our 45-miniute product 

presentation comprised of comprehensive destination information, highlights and myriad 

insider tips.  The training was recorded and made available online for future reference on the 

Visit USA Committee Germany’s travel advisor platform. 

 

ExpiPoint Virtual USA/Canada Travel Event (March 30th, 2021): 

ExpiPoint is a digital marketplace in which travel advisors and travel industry partners engage 

in an interactive manner during scheduled road shows and various events.  ExpiPoint 

currently boasts 5,600 registered travel advisors and 604 travel industry members. 

We eagerly joined this platform in preparation for participation in this month’s USA/Canada 

event.  Our VSPC ‘stage’ comprised destination logo, imagery and video as well as a 

maximum of five documents for download including relevant web links (specifically themed 

around family fun, communities, arts & culture, beaches) as well as access to our Gulf to Bay 

magazine.  In addition, we conducted a live travel advisor training. 

The event lasted for two hours during which we actively engaged with 38 travel advisors and 

transmitted our collection of useful links to our website, VSPC travel trade, travel awareness, 

newsletter sign-up sites along with destination YouTube channel, social media platforms and 

link to the Brand USA Discovery program site. 

Other travel industry partners participating in the USA/Canada Travel Event as presenters 

included: The Bahamas, Capital Region USA, Cruise America & Canada and The Great 

American West. 

 

Virtual B2C Travel Fair “Land in Sicht” / Land Ahoy! (April 22nd - 25th, 2021): 

We registered for the first-ever B2C virtual holiday fair in Switzerland “Land in Sicht” / Land 

Ahoy!. Visually designed to replicate a real travel fair, consumers create their own avatars to 

‘physically’ visit exhibitors in several halls, gather information and materials from 

destinations, tour operators and other travel providers as well as attend several informative 

presentations in uniquely designed auditoriums. 

During the 4-day fair, we will hold a total of twelve 30-minute destination presentations after 

which we will have the opportunity to engage with consumers during Q&A chat room 

sessions.  Our destination presentation was developed and transmitted to the show organizer 

this month.  In addition, we actively pursued collaboration with a number of Swiss tour 
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operators attending the fair to include our destination video and/or special VSPC product 

offering at their own stands. 

 

Virtual fvw Counter Days with Visit USA Germany (April 29th - 30th, 2021): 

fvw is the leading travel trade pub and online business portal for tourism providing up-to-date 

information on current news, industry relevant topics, analyses, backgrounds and practical 

tips.  The online portal boasts more than 380,000 unique users per month who trust the 

competence of fvw Medien. 

Traditionally an in-person travel trade fair, fvw Medien launched their first 2-day virtual 

“Counter Days” event in February which included discussion panels, destination talks and 

webinars.  The positive feedback from travel advisors and travel industry partners alike was 

phenomenal.  During the February event, we actively engaged with over 140 travel advisors 

and conducted a 45-minute travel advisor training which was attended by close to 200. 

For the 2nd edition of the virtual fvw Counter Days scheduled next month, we will collaborate 

with our Visit USA Committee Germany, participating within a dedicated “USA Hall” which 

will give us yet more exposure.   

This month we registered for in this important virtual trade fair including the destination 

webinar option, created our virtual platform (with logo, imagery, content, video and contact 

information) and provided the publisher with our VSPC details for upload to their website’s 

industry sector listing. 

 

 

Additional Activity: 

 Continued to participate in innumerable conference calls, tourism organization webinars, 

virtual sales calls and ongoing communiqués with our partners industry movements. 

 Continued deployment of updates to travel trade partners promoting VSPC developments, 

website resources and VSPC campaigns while offering our ongoing assistance and support. 

 Generated updates to HQ on developments around the CV-19 pandemic in Europe and 

elsewhere. 

 Provided the Visit USA Committee Germany with input for this month’s newsletter to 

21,800 travel trade subscribers.  Our segment highlighted 7 Reasons Why St. Pete Beach 

is #1! 

 Assisted HQ with translations for the German website. 

 Website Requests for Destination Magazines: 

1 request received via the crm@simpleviewinc.com platform this month. 
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MARKETING INITIATIVES 

 

We continue to proactively engage with clients regarding development of potential initiatives 

in preparation for re-entry and recovery.  We are in ongoing communiqués with industry 

organizations such as VISIT FLORIDA and Brand USA as well as tour operator partners and 

Florida destination partners to explore future co-ops. 

 

 

VISIT FLORIDA Co-Ops: 

 

• CANUSA TOURISTIK (April-June 2021)  Trade/Consumer 

We are pleased to have the opportunity to cooperate with VISIT FLORIDA on marketing 

initiatives with German tour operator CANUSA Touristik!   

Additional Florida partners:  Florida Keys, Naples and Tampa 

➢ B2C Online Campaign – April 14 – June 14 

Placement of a collection of eight travel offers on Travelzoo.  Offers will also be run 

on premium networks (www.zeit.de, www.welt.de etc.) for 2 months.  Additional ad 

placements on Google and Bing including various keywords and text ads leading users 

to dedicated destination content on www.canusa.de. 

Estimated impressions:  up to 8M 

➢ B2C Social Media Promo & Sweepstakes – May  

Themed “bring Florida into your home”, CANUSA will raffle off gift certificates for a 

Florida vacation.  Holidaymakers will be encouraged to post a picture on social media 

channels using a specifically created hashtag to create interaction.  The Florida themed 

week on Facebook and Instagram includes 6 posts on each channel, 1 individually 

created Facebook ad promoting the raffle and 2 individually created Pinterest ads 

promoting the raffle and content. 

Estimated impressions: up to 100k 

➢ B2C Print Direct Mailing – May 

Mailing will feature destination information and product focused content including 

text, images, travel offers as well as promotion of the social media sweepstakes 

program. 

Estimated impressions:  20K top tier CANUSA customers 

Relevant assets and input for the B2C Online Campaign were transmitted to both VISIT 

FLORIDA and CANUSA this month.  

 

• AMERICA JOURNAL (Germany) Trade/Consumer 

Publication Brief: 

❖ A German high-gloss consumer publication dedicated exclusively to the USA 

providing in-depth coverage on American travel, culture and customs as well as 

insider tips and helpful hints. 

❖ Published four times this year, the pub enjoys a long shelf-life with a monthly 

readership of 140,000 USA loyalists from high-income households. 

❖ Available at newsstands and several public facilities throughout Germany, Austria and 

Switzerland as well as to over 36,000 subscribers. 

❖ On average, 75% of the readership takes at least 1 trip to the U.S. per year. 

❖ Readers retain AMERICA Journal magazines for up to 4 years. 
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• AMERICA JOURNAL (Germany) - continued Trade/Consumer 

“Florida’s Fabulous Four” Campaign: 

In collaboration with America Journal, three Florida destination partners (Keys, Naples 

and Tampa) and a CTA partner (German tour operator FTI Touristik), we will launch a 

dynamic 3-month campaign entitled “Florida’s Fabulous Four”. 

FTI Touristik will create a dedicated “Florida’s Fabulous Four” landing page for this 

campaign featuring imagery, content and two tactical offers for each Florida partner: 

www.fti.de/floridas-fabulous-four 

The campaign will consist of the following elements: 

➢ Print – Issue #1/21 April 30th, 2021  

o 2/1 pages (inside front cover U2 + p. 3 as special eye catcher)  

Each destination partner receives equal content coverage (brief advertorial, 

imagery, logo) and will be designed in route-style along Florida’s western region 

from Tampa to the Florida Keys. 

FTI Touristik will be included with a brief mention and campaign URL. 

➢ Online – May-June 2021 

o Skyscraper on AJ website 3-month campaign duration, i.e. 4/30-7/31 

The skyscraper will be designed to mirror the elements of the print ad and will link 

to the FTI Touristik dedicated landing page  

o Stand-alone B2C eNewsletter – end of May 

Each destination partner receives an individual digital ad (teaser box), imagery 

equal content with link to destination website 

FTI Touristik will be included here as well in a minimized format including link to 

dedicated campaign landing page 

(Note: The AJ eNews has just recently been developed; subscribers approx. 2,000 

and growing weekly) 

➢ Virtual B2C Event Presentation – June 17th, 2021 

o America Journal will host a virtual evening event inviting customers to participate 

in an interactive presentation featuring ‘Florida’s Fabulous Four’ destinations.  By 

popular demand, our signature ‘treasure hunt’ will be incorporated with a view 

toward engaging customers and ensuring attentiveness.  A quiz and live chat will be 

included.  

This virtual consumer event is a first for America Journal and of particular value to 

the Florida partners as it targets a focused consumer demographic. 

Anticipated duration: 2 hours 

Anticipated attendance: 50-80 loyal USA readers from high-income households 

All relevant elements and assets were delivered for the print ad this month. 

 

 

Public Relations Support: 

 

Kaus Media Services - VSPC’s German PR Agency 

This month saw us assisting the agency with the following: 

➢ Press Release March:  Proofread and corrected 

 

 

 

All initiatives, activities and programs described herein have been duly completed as 

described. 

http://www.fti.de/floridas-fabulous-four

